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Abstract—In this paper we investigate the proprieties of 
automatic speaker recognition (ASR) to develop a system for 
voice pathologies detection, where the model does not correspond 
to a speaker but it corresponds to group of patients who shares 
the same diagnostic. One of essential part in this topic is the 
database (described later), the samples voices (healthy and 
pathological) are chosen from a German database which contains 
many diseases, spasmodic dysphonia is proposed for this study. 
This problematic can be solved by statistical pattern recognition 
techniques where we have proposed the mel frequency cepstral 
coefficients (MFCC) to be modeled first, with gaussian mixture 
model (GMM) massively used in ASR then, they are modeled 
with support vector machine (SVM). The obtained results are 
compared in order to evaluate the more preferment classifier. 
The performance of each method is evaluated in a term of the 
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity. The best performance is 
obtained with 12 coefficientsMFCC, energy and second derivate 
along SVM with a polynomial kernel function, the classification 
rate is 90% for normal class and 93% for pathological class.This 
work is developed under MATLAB  

Keywords-Speech pathologies detection, voice disorders, 
classifiction, machine learning, laryngeal diseases. 

I.INTRODUCTION 
Assessment voice quality is an important tool for dysphonia   

evaluation; it is based on perceptual analysis [1] and 
instrumental evaluation which comprise acoustic and 
aerodynamic  measure [2], the first one is subjective because of 
the variability between listeners, although  the second is 
objective it is invasivefor one hand  , on the other hand it is has 
a limited reliability. 

 This is why the development of automatic system for 
classification is proposed as a complementary tool with the 
other mentioned technics, we distinguish three principal 
approaches: acoustic, parametric and non-parametric approach 
and statistical methods. The first approach consist to compare 
acoustic parameters between normal and abnormal voices such 
as fundamental frequency, jitter, shimmer, harmonic to noise 
ratio, intensity [3-6]. The evaluation of acoustic parameters 
depends on the fundamental frequency; the evaluation of the 
latter is difficult particularly in the presence of Pathology. 
MDVP and PRAAT are two available software to calculate 
these parameters [7]. 

The second approach is the parametric and non-parametric 
features extraction [8-9].  

The classification of voice pathology can be seen as pattern 
recognition so statistical methods are an important tool to 
discriminate between normal and pathological voice or to know 
the disease from a speech signal. The statistical methods are 
used to mimic the brain comportment where we can recognize 
persons from their voice. Many researches are realized for this 
task, the conception of these systems has the same principal 
steps starting by feature selection then training and at the last 
testing. Support vector machine (SVM) is applied to test the 
effectiveness and reliability of the short term cepstral and noise 
parameters [10] and it is applied on discrete wavelet transform 
it gave a very promising results[11], GMM is used as classifier 
with MFCC [12], in [13] the training is supported byHidden 
Markov Model (HMM). The neural network is massively used 
for this topic in [14] the MFCCs are proposed to be the input of 
multi-layerperceptron (MLP). 

In this paper the conception of our detector is inspired from 
a system of ASR [15]. 12 MFCCs, energy, dynamic parameters 
(first derivate and second derivate) are extracted to be the input 
of GMM and SVM. The main idea behind this work is to test 
the efficiency of the cepstral analysis to characterize 
pathological voices and to compare the performances of the 
two classifiers. 

Although, the developed system is inspired from ASR 
system there are a principals differences betweenthe two 
systems which we cannot ignored, we can limited theme in two 
essential key point 

•In ASR the model corresponds to a speaker while the model in 
second system    c orresponds to the group of patients with 
the same diagnostic. 

•In voice pathologies detection samples used for train are 
different from samples used for test unlike in ASR where 
the two set is similar.  

This paper is organized as a follow: in second section is 
dedicated to describe different steps to develop the systemand 
how we designed the two classifiers based on GMM and SVM, 
theexperiments are presented in section 3. The results are 
presented in section 4 and the last section is reserved for the 
conclusion and future work.     
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II.METHODOLOGY 
Our system will pass by the same steps to concept a system 

for ASR, we will describe theme step by step, the block 
diagram in “fig1” show different steps adapted to our system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Block diagram adapted to the detector. 

A. Speech signal:                                                                  
In this work the creation of the data base is not our goal so 

we will not discuss the speech acquisition but we will describe 
the database which the results are built around it.     

The database presents an essential factor to develop a 
detector where the use of standard one helps to compare the 
obtained results in order to test the effectiveness and the 
reliability of methods [14]. 

In this work we have choose a German database for voice 
disorder developed by PUTZER [16] which contain healthy 
and pathological voices, where each one pronounce vowels [i, 
a, u] /1-2 s in wav format at different pitch (low, normal, high), 
it contain alsophrase and electroglottographsignal (EGG). All 
files are sampled at 50 KHz. 

From this large database we have select patients suffer from 
neurological pathology (spasmodic dysphonia), this disease 
affects women than men that is why we have choose a female 
voice for training and testing step, Table.1 show the selected 
samples. As mentioned above the recording files contain 
phrase, this study is built around the phrase “good morning 
how are you” pronounced in Germany. The goal to use phrase 
in one hand is to get more data for training where GMM need  
an important quantity of data  pa rticularly when use a high 
number of mixture (Gaussian), in other hand the diversity of 
data enhance the accuracy of a system. 

 

Table1. Description of dataset 

  Training set   Test set 
Number  Age Number Age 

Normal 52 20-60 11 20-60 
Pathological 29 30-82 9 30-82 

 

Those files are down sampled to 25 KHz in order to get 
optimal analysis where the speech signal is considered 
stationary by frame of 10 to 30s so the use of a very high 
frequency oblige the use of  a large window to get a stationary 
frame which minimize the size of the extracting features. 

B. Pre- processing:  
Pre-processing of Speech Signal serves various purposes in 

any speech processing application. It includes Noise Removal, 
Endpoint Detection, Pre-emphasis, Framing, Windowing and 
silence remove. In this this study we are interesting to remove 
silence knowing that the efficient features are included in 
speech portion [17]. 

C. Features extraction: 
 Features extraction means finding good data allows to 

categorize the healthy status of patient, features selection make 
a boundary between each class. 

 Spasmodic dysphonia is a disorder of vocal function, 
characterized by spasms of the muscles of the larynx that 
disrupt or impede the regular flow of voice this leads us to 
choose the MFCCs parameters in order to split the glottal 
source from the effect of cavities or filter in order to have a 
parameters with significant difference between pathological 
and healthy voices. 

MFCC parameters are obtained calculating the Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) over the logarithm of the energy in 
several frequency band given by:  

  =              (1) 

Temporal derivatives 
In order to use the proprieties of the dynamic behavior of 

speech signal the analysis can be extended to compute the 
temporal derivate of the MFCC parameters, first derivate (∆) is 
given by: 

                      (2) 

The second derivate (∆∆) are calculated with the same 
equation.These parameters are calculated thanks to the toolbox 
voice box with melcepst function. 

D. Training 
This study use two well-known classifier in statistical 

pattern recognition, GMM and SVM, for one hand, the main 
idea behind the use of the SVM is that this classifier is 
performed with organics pathologies (10). In other hand, the 
comparison with the GMM is recommended where theprevious 
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work was based in GMM classifier. We describe in the follow 
subsection how to design the two classifiers. 

GMM   
In pattern recognition (machine learning) the learning is 

supported by the statistical classifier, Gaussian mixture model 
(GMMs) consist to represent the data (features) obtained at last 
step by a simple Gaussian curve described by: 

P (           (2) 

(3)  

λ is the model. 

Each component has the general form: 

(4) 

Each cluster is represented by a Gaussian as in “fig 3” 

 
Figure 3.  Scatterplot of a two-dimensional (2-D) cepstral vector and its 

approximation by means of a 2-D Gaussian mixture.[10] 

∑is the d-by–d covariance matrix and |∑| is its determinant 
itcharacterizes the dispersion of the data on the d-dimensions of 
the feature vector. The diagonal element σii is the variance of xi, 
and thenon-diagonal elements are the covariances between 
features. Often, the assumption is made that the features are 
independent. Thus, ∑ is diagonal and p(x) can actually be 
written as the product ofthe univariate probability densities for 
the elements of x. the proposed model must be optimal, one 
ideal way to get optimal model this is the use of Maximum 
likelihood estimation (MLE) given by: 

= (5)            

Maximizing the likelihood of observing x a s being 
produced by the patient. Nevertheless, in the case where all the 
parameters are unknown, the maximum likelihood yields 
useless singular solutions. Thus there is a need for an alternate 
method. In literature the use of Expectation Maximization 
(EM) is the most used solution for this problem. EM is an 
iterative algorithm starts from initial model calculated here 
with a K-means algorithm for clustering. 

SVM 
SVM is a two-class classifier that maximizes the 

distancebetween nearest points of the two classes. Our task is 
to predict whether a test sample belongs to one of two classes. 
We receive training examples of the form :{xi, yi}, i = 1,…,n 
and xi∈Rd,  yi∈{1; +1}. We call {xi} the co-variates or input 
vectors and {yi} the response variables or labels. We consider a 
very simple example where the data are in fact linearly 
separable we can draw a straight line such that 
all cases with fall on one side and have ) < 0 and 
cases with fall on the other and have ) > 0 

 
Figure 4. Support vector machine with linear separation  

When a data is not linearly separable a kernel function is 
proposed for better separation as mentioned in “fig5” 

 
Figure5.  SVM with polynomial kernel function. 

E. Test step: 
Once models are created and that we have managed to train 

the classifier, we can proceed to the classification test.  

For a GMM: anew feature vector Xt is said to belong to an 
appropriate model if it maximizes p (Xt | λ) for every possible 
class. For SVM we could classify new test cases according to 
the ruleytest = sign(xtest). 

In order to evaluate the performance of the system the 
results are presented by a confusion matrix represented in 
“Table 2” 
Table2. Typical aspect of a confusion matrix 

System’s 
decision 

Actual diagnosis 
Pathological Normal 

Pathological True positive (TP) False positive (FP) 
 Normal  False negative  (FN)  Truenegative (TN) 
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True positive (TP) or sensitivity, is the ratio between 
pathological files correctly classified and the total number of 
pathological voices. False negative rate (FN) is the ratio 
between pathological files wrongly classified and the total 
number of pathological files. True negative rate (TN), 
sometimes called specificity, is the ratio between normal files 
correctly classified and the total number of normal files. False 
positive rate (FP) is the ratio between normal files wrongly 
classified and the total number of normal files.  

The final accuracy of the system is the ratio between all the hits 
obtained by the system and the total number of files. 

III.EXPERIMENTALPROTOCOLS: 

As mentioned above the sample voice (normal and 
spasmodic) is divided in two set one for the training and one 
for test.Some experiments are realizedin order to evaluate the 
effect of different factors in our system; two groups of 
experiments are compared. One is based on the GMM 
classifier, whereas the other is using SVM classifier. 

GMM classifier 

- Use 12 MFCCs, energy, their derivate (∆)and(∆∆). 

- Use of different number of Gaussian (power of 2). 

SVM classifier 

- Use 12 MFCCs, energy, their derivate (∆)and(∆∆). 

- Use different kernel function.  

In this study, the K-mean algorithm for clustering is used 
before training SVM so we will not separate features but we 
will separate their centers or cluster in order to assure 
convergence of SVM training and to reduce the cost of 
computation. 

IV.RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
In our experiment we need to know the optimal model 

which give best classification rate, this is obtained by a model 
with proprieties:  64 centers (Gaussian) for GMM and with a 
SVM with a polynomial kernel function with 39 MFCCs. The 
results are represented in confusion matrix in table 3.  
Table3  Confusion matrix. 

System’s 
decision 

Actual diagnosis 
GMM SVM 

Pathological Normal Pathological Normal 
Pathological 79.92% 18.10 % 93 % 10 % 
 Normal 20.08% 81.90% 7 % 90% 

 

  The results of the classification given in a frame that means 
the rate of classification represent the number of known frame 
by the total of the frame.   

 If we test each file (normal and pathological) separately, we 
get an accuracy of 100% for the two classes, by setting up a 
threshold to the number of classified frames. If more than 70% 
of the frames of a file are assigned to a certain class, then the 
whole file is assumed to belong to that class.   

• Discussion: 
In this subsection, we discuss some experimental results 

obtained from the proposed analysis methods. 

GMM 

-The classification rate depend to the number of Gaussian 
and the number of parameters MFCCs as mentioned in   
“fig6” 

 
Figure 6. Classification rate for different mixtures and parameters for normal 

and abnormal class. 

-From the two curve we note that when we increase the 
number of Gaussian with the increase of the MFCCs 
coefficients the classification rateimproves 

-Modeling by GMM requires a large number of data for the 
training, particularly when we use a high number of 
Gaussian to create a model, this prevents us to use 
more than 64 Gaussians particularly with the abnormal 
class which contains a small number of file. 

SVM 

As with GMM, classification rate improve with the increase 
of MFCC coefficient the results are represented in figure 7 
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Figure7 Classification with SVM 

-The precedent figure shows that SVM is more preferment 
than GMM. 

V.CONCLUSION 
This work is focused on pathological voices detection 

(spasmodic dysphonia) and it is built around a system for 
automatic speaker recognition based onGMM and SVM as 
classifier. 

  A good classification rate needs efficient features to 
characterize each class, in this work, on one handthe accuracy 
of system increase with the of the number of parameters (best 
accuracy with 39 coefficients) that means that the difference 
between normal and abnormal become noticeable with second 
derivate (∆∆) of MFCC and energy more than the others, on 
the other handthe effect of the number of Gaussian which 
makes up the model is important where a sufficient number of 
mixtures allows to represent data (features) optimally.We can 
deduce also that the quantity of data used for training a system 
is very important.Both GMM and SVM the best accuracy is 
obtained with (∆∆) dynamics parameters while SVM is more 
preferment than GMM where the accuracy for an abnormal 
class is 93% and 87% for the normal class. 

The very promising result motivates us to improve 
this work;the future work will be concerned on the use of
another database to assess the independence of the 
method used for the database. We will also validate this 
work with other pathologies for example organic 
pathologies.We will interest to the hybrid approach.   
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